
Laptop Usage Policy-2021

Use of Computers/Laptops and Internet access is available at Exeter Public Library (Library) as a resource to be utilized in

fulfillment of the Library’s mission to serve the needs of the Exeter community by providing free access to a diversity of ideas and

information through a wide variety of library materials, services and experiences. The Internet allows users to connect to networks

of resources outside of the Library. The Library is not responsible for any material or services users order on-line and cannot

provide assistance with these tasks. Use of Library computers/laptops and the Internet is at patrons’ own risk, including the potential

for lost data or theft of personal information. The Library has no control over Internet content, nor does the Library have complete

knowledge of what is on the Internet. Information on the Internet may be reliable and current or it may be inaccurate, out-of-date or

unavailable at times. It contains material that some may deem inappropriate for viewing by children. Parents and/or guardians are

expected to monitor and supervise their children’s use of the Internet. The Library is not in a position to provide this monitoring and

supervision, and there are no filters on any Library computers. The following regulations apply to the use of the Library’s Internet

computers:

1. Access is on a first-come, first-served basis.

2. When all public computers and laptops  are in use, access time shall be limited.

3. Computer or laptop use is limited to ONE user per device.

4. Users may save to, and work from, their own removable media, email or Cloud account. Users may print material for a fee.

5. Patrons must not use the computer/laptops for any illegal purposes, including unauthorized access, hacking, software piracy, or

transmission of copyrighted materials without permission of the owner of the copyright.

6. Misuse of Library computers/laptops may result in the loss of computer privileges. Such misuse includes, but is not limited to:

use of the computers/laptops for any illegal purpose damaging or altering computer/laptop equipment or software  downloading or

installing any program on the hard drive deliberate propagation of computer viruses  transmission of threatening, harassing, or

abusive language  violation of any Library rules including but not limited to those which apply to computer use.
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